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Description:

"Sweet roses" Sampler
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

Attending a wedding? Mark the occasion by stitching this very personal gift, to be treasured by the newlyweds!
Also ideal to celebrate your own or a friend's wedding anniversary.

The sampler comes in a heart shape, stiched on both sides and includes:
- on one side a motif of interwoven rose bud motifs, with two golden hearts and the initials of the couple
- on the other side the date of the wedding with more rose bud motifs
- a full set of alphabets for personalization including two sizes of capital letters, one set of low cap and also numbers

The pattern is designed to be cut and mounted into a heart shape, then filled with stuffing or pot-pourri. You can check out tips for mounting
this heart in our stitcher resource section where the designer offers a free tutorial.

A cross stitch pattern designed by Faby Reilly .
>> visit Faby Reilly's pattern gallery .

Number of stitches: 100 x 121 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch,

Chart: Color chart

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, DMC Light effects floss (Gold)

Number of colors: 10

Themes: Rose, wedding, love, heart

>> see the "Sweet roses" series by Faby Reilly
>> see all Wedding patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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